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ATTILIO BITONDO SEIZES 1ST WSOP GOLD RING 

Determined Veteran takes down decorated opponents for first Circuit title. 

Attilio Bitondo seized his first World Series of Poker gold ring Tuesday evening at the Harrah’s 

Atlantic City Circuit series. The retiree outlasted 206 entrants and some decorated opponents to 

win Event #4: $365 No-Limit Hold'em Double Stack Re-Entry, a tournament that took two-days 

and 33 levels poker to reach a conclusion. 

Bitondo ran into some tough competition during the course of play, especially at the final table. 

Among the nine finalists, there were four, previous gold ring winners. However, this was no 

deterrent for Bitondo who endured all the way through to heads up action. 

The final two competitors in the hunt were 89-year-old Bitondo and 32-year-old Maxwell 

Young, an up-and-coming pro already with three gold rings to his name. It was a swingy, heads-

up battle that lasted over an hour, but in the end the determined Veteran denied the young gun a 

fourth Circuit title, claiming it for himself. 

“Feel’s very good,” Bitondo said after his victory. “About time. I’ve been playing a long time.” 

Poker tournaments have been a consistent hobby of Bitondo’s for the past 15 years. But, his 

experience playing cards goes way beyond that. 

“I played even before I went into the army, 17 years old,” stated Bitondo. 



 

 

Along with the debut gold ring, Bitondo was awarded $16,069 and 50 Casino Championship 

points for his first-place triumph. The victory marks Bitondo's 7th cash with the WSOP and he 

will look to continue his success during the rest of the series. 

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:    Attilio Bitondo 
Nationality:  USA 
Birthplace:    New York City, N.Y. 
Current Residence:   Great Neck, N.Y. 
 

Age:     89 
Profession:    Retired 
WSOP Bracelets: 0 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 0
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